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Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let %? denote a complete chain of 
orthoprojectors in B(H), i.e., (i) 0, ZE q, (ii) P,, P, E@ implies either 
P, Hc P,H or PZHc P, H, (iii) P, H $ P,H implies the existence of a 
P’ E % such that P, H 5 P’H 5 c PI H, and (iv) %? is strongly closed. Let 
{e,} be a complete orthonormal basis for H. Via the inverse of the mapping 
I):%% [O, l] 
$(P)= f 7, 
i=O 
we may parameterize V so that W = { P’}l, to,!, with PI2 > P” for t, > t, . 
Furthermore it can be shown that the mapping t + 1 Prx12 is absolutely 
continuous for each x E H (see [7] for details). Now let Z denote the Bore1 
subsets of [0, 11. Then %? induces a resolution of the identity E: Z + B(H) 
such that for each x E H, the complex measure E,(o) = [E(o) xl2 is 
absolutely continuous. In the sequel the pair (H, E) will be called a 
(Hilbert) resolution space, and we shall always assume E to be absolutely 
continuous as above. The projections E((0, t]), t E [0, 11, will be denoted 
P’, and the complementary projections P, are defined by P, = I- P’. 
Given two resolution spaces (H,, E,) and (H,, E2), a map 
TE B(H, , H2) is said to be causal if Pi TP: = Pi T, anticausal if Pi TP; = 
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TP;, and memoryless if E,(o) T= TE,(o) for all o E C. The memoryless 
maps in B(H, , H2) shall be denoted &(H, , H,). 
The special factorization problem is: Given a resolution space (H, E) and 
an operator TE B(H), determine operators X, , X E B(H), respectively, 
causal and anticausal such that 
I+ T=(I+X+)(Z+Xp). (1.1) 
It is also required that (I+ X,)- ’ be, respectively, causal and anticausal. 
The most general positive results concerning the factorization (1.1) for 
compact operators are due to Gohberg and Krein [7]. Specifically, these 
authors show that if T is in the Schatten p-class C, for 1 <p < cc and 
(I- P’TP’)-’ exists for each ZE [0, 11, then the factors X, and X- exist 
and are of the same class. (We note that the Hilbert Schmidt operators 
form C,). The result also holds if T is in the Macaev ideal C,, but in this 
case X, and X- can only be shown to be compact. Larson [ 1 l] has 
shown the existence of arbitrarily small compact perturbations of the iden- 
tity for which the factorization does not hold. In [ 151 special factorizations 
were obtained for T in the space Lpn L*p (which will be introduced in 
Sect. 2). 
Subtracting the identity from both sides of (l.l), it is seen that the 
special factorization problem is equivalent to the problem of determining 
X, and X_ such that 
T=X++X +X+X-. (1.2) 
Now let D E J?‘(H). In this paper we extend ( 1.2) to factorizations of the 
form 
T=Z++Zp+Z+DZm. (1.3) 
This factorization was first considered by McNabb and Schumitzky [ 121 
for the case that T is an integral operator with continuous matrix kernel. 
These authors used this factorization to provide a unifying framework for 
the various approaches to solving linear two point boundary value 
problems; backwards-forwards methods [S], the method of invariant 
imbedding [2], and partitioning methods 181. 
Although the factorization (1.3) has then immediate applications to 
extending the above methods to infinite dimensional settings, the 
application we shall consider centers around certain “abstract” 
Wiener-Hopf equations and their relationship to infinite dimensional lilter- 
ing [ 1, 3, 43. 
In the sequel X, will be referred to as the special factors of T, and Z, 
will be referred to as the D-generalized (or generalized) factors of T. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let (H,, E,) and (Hz, E2) denote two Hilbert resolution spaces. Let p be 
a probability on [IO, l] which is absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure 1. TE B(H,, H,) is said to be dominated by p, written 
T< ,u, if there exists y 20 such that IE2(~) TI d ym for all o E C. The 
space Lyz is defined as 
L,,= {TEB(H~, H,): T+. 
Ly, is a Banach space when endowed with the norm 
I TI, = inf(y: I&(W) TI < ym for all OE C}. 
The “dual” of Ly2, written Lrzfl, consists of all TE B( H, , H,) such that 
there exists y 30 such that ITE,(o)l <yJL(w) for all UEC. LT$’ is also a 
Banach space under the norm 
(T/,,=inf{y: ITE,(o)l <rm for all OGC}. 
The intersection of these two spaces, Lyz n LT;, will be given the norm 
I i-1 Ir,p* = max { I TI II 2 I TI I,* 1. 
Note that if (H,, E3) is another Hilbert resolution space, and 
AE B(H,, HJ, BE B(H,, H,), and TE L:,nL,“,“, then 
lATI,.d IAI ITI,,*, ITBlp6 I4 ITI,, 
where 1.1 denotes the operator norm. Thus in particular when the spaces 
(Hi, Ei) coincide, LV is a right ideal and L*“ is a left ideal. (We suppress 
subscripts when the context is clear.) Examples of operators in the 
Ly2 n L&P spaces are given in [ 151. We only mention here that if 
T E B( H, , HI) is Hilbert-Schmidt, then there exists a probability p G A such 
that TE L$ A LFzp. 
Extensive use will be made of the following results from [15]. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exist bounded projections p + , p - E B( Lyz) such that 
every T E L& has the unique additive decomposition 
T=p+(T)+p-(T), 
where p+(T) and p-(T) are, respectively, causal and anticausal. Moreover, 
p’(T) and p-(T) can be approximated arbitrarily close in the B(H,, Hz) 
topology by sums of the form 
n-1 n-1 
j;. (P”+ ’ - P’l) TP’* and c (P”+’ - P’l) TP,,, 
i=O 
respectively, where { ti} is a partition of [0, 11. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Zf XEL~~ is either causal or anticausal, then X is 
quasinilpotent and ( Xkl < (XI S/,,I% 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose TE Ly, n L T,“. Then (I + T) has the special fac- 
torization 
(Z+T)=(Z+X+)(Z+X_.) 
with X, X- E Ly, n LF,I”, respectively, causal and anticausal if and only if 
(Z+P’TP*)~‘GB(H,) for each te [0, 11. 
Before we state and prove the main result concerning the generalized fac- 
torization, a slight extension of Theorem 2.1 is required. 
THEOREM 2.4. p + (resp. p ~ ) is a bounded projection on Ly, n LT$. 
ProoJ From Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that p* is bounded on 
L&P. Let X= (ti}l=d be a partition of [0, l] and set oi= [t,, tj+,]. Let 
TE L& n LTT2” and define 
n-1 
P,+(T) = c P,,TE(oi). 
i=o 
Now, 
Ip;(T)-CE(wi) TP”I* 
= II{(Z-Pf8) TE(o,)-E(w,) TP’,}l’ 
= T- c E(oi) TE(w,)+ 1 E(oi) TE(o;) *. 
1x1 ‘21 
Since T=& E(w;) TE(w,), it follows that 
Ipz(T)-CE(w,) TP”I*= SUP ICE(miJ TE(wr)xI’ Iv1 = I 
= sup CIE(w,) TE(o,) xl* 
Ilil= 1 
d ITI: sup zp(mi)IE(mi) XI2 
1.r = I 
d I TI i max AU;). 
Since peI*, p,+(T) -+ p+(T) uniformly as 17~1 -+ 0. Now let WEI. By the 
same argument as above, p,’ (T&w)) + p+(T) E(w) uniformly. But, 
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IP,‘(TE(0))12= Icpr~TE(Oi) E(W)l2 
= ICE(o) E(w;) T*P,,12 
= sup CIE(wnoi) T*P,,$ 
1.Y = I 
G I~*I:,&4~nQ4) 
G ITI:,* P(O). 
Hence, IP+(U E(o)1 G ITI,,.L,* Jp(o). A similar argument applies for 
P-. I 
In the sequel we will use the notation p*(T) = T+ 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (H,, E,) and (H,, E2) he two resolution spaces and 
assume TE Ly, n L,*,” and D E A”( H, ). Then T has a unique generalized fac- 
torization 
T=Z++Zp+Z+DZp, (2.1) 
with Z,, Z- E LJ,‘, n LR”, respectively, causal and anticausal if and only {f 
,for each pair D, EA’(H,, Hz) and D2~A?(Hz, H,) with D,D, =D, the 
operator (I + D, TDz) has the special ,jkctorization ( 1.1) in L$, n L,*:‘. 
Proqc (Necessity) Suppose D, E.&‘(H,, H2), D,EA!(H~, H,), and 
Dz D, = D. Then (2.1) implies 
D,TD,=D,Z+D2+D,Z Dz+D,Z+D2D,ZmD,. (2.2) 
Define X+ = D, Z, D,. Since D, and D, are memoryless and 
Z, EL’;, n LF,” , it follows that X,, X E Ls2 n L,*:‘, and are, respectively, 
causal and anticausal. Adding the identity to both sides of (2.2) we obtain 
the special factorization 
(Sufficiency) Now assume that for some pair D, EJA’(H,, H,) and 
D*E Jz’(H,, H,) with D,D, = D, (I+ D, TD,) has the special factorization, 
say 
(I+D,TD,)=(I+X+)(Z+X). 
Let W+=(Z+X+))‘-Iand define 2+ by 
K=D,T~ +(W+D,T) 
and 
2, = T+D~+(TD,W~)+ 
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Note that 2 E L’,‘,n LT2iz” and Z + = L;, n L*” ?I b y Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 
Also note the identities. 
x =2 D, and X+=D,Z+. 
Since X, are quasinilpotents (Theorem 2.2) consideration of the 
Neumann expansions for (If X+ ) ~’ leads to 
w-=-2 (I+&2 ) ‘D? 
and 
w, = -D,(Z+ 2, II,)-’ 2, 
Now define 
and 
Zm=T -{(1+2+D,)~‘2+D,T) (2.3 1 
Z+=T+-(T&T (Z+D,z )-‘I+. (2.4) 
It follows from Theorem 2.4 that Z, E Ly, n Lrl”. Upon substitution of 
2- =D,Z and 2, =Z+ D2 into (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain 
Z =T -{(Z+Z+D) ‘Z, DT)m = {(Z+Z+ D)-’ T} , 
and similarly 
Z+= jT(Z+Z D) I), 
Nowlet R+=(Z+Z+D) ’ ~ Z, so that we can write ZP = Tp + (R + T) 
Thus, 
(R+T) +(Z+DZ 1 
=(R+T+Z+D(Tm+(R+T)p))m 
={(R++Z+D)T+Z+D(R+T) )m (using (Z, DT)- 
= (Z+DTp)-) 
={-.Z+DR+T+Z+D(R+T)-}p 
={-Z+D(R+T-(R+T)-)}-~ 
= { -Z+D(R+T)+J 
= 0. 
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Therefore (R, T) - = -(Z+ DZP ) ~ and 
Z-=T--(Z+DZ-)-. (2.5) 
Arguing in the same manner we obtain 
z, =T+ -(Z+DZ-)+. (2.6) 
The factorization (2.1) follows upon addition of (2.5) and (2.6). To prove 
uniqueness assume that Z, (i) satisfy (2.1) for i = 1, 2, i.e., 
T=Z+(i)+Zm(i)+Z+(i)DZp(i). (2.7) 
Define S, =2+(1)-Z+(2) and S =Z (1)-Z-(2). Then S,, SE 
LJ{, n LI”,” and are, respectively, causal and anticausal. From (2.7) we have 
T=(Z+(2)+S+)+(Z-(2)+Sm~)+(Z+(2)+S+)D(Z-(2)+S~). 
And since Z+(2) also solves (2.7) 
s, +s- +S+DZ (2)+S+DS +Z+(2)DS =o 
or 
s-,(z+Dz~(2)+DLY )= -(Z-tZ+(2)D)Sm. 
Thus, 
-(lfZ+(2)D) ‘s, =K(Z+DZ (2)+DS-)-‘. 
Applying P+ to the above we obtain from Theorem 2.1, 
(z+z+(2)D)~‘S+ =o, 
and consequently S, = 0. Similarly we obtain S = 0. Therefore, 
Z,(l)=Z,(2). I 
We remark that the theorem implies that if for some pair 
D,E,M(N,, H2) and D,E,K(H,, H,), (Z+D,TD,) has the special fac- 
torization, then for any other pair 0; E M(H, , H,) and 0; E A@‘(H,, H,) 
such that 0; D’, = D,D,, (I+ D’, TD;) also has the special factorization. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose TE L,, n LT,, DE A4( H,), and T, D >, 0. Then 
T has the generulized,factorizution (1.2) with Z- = (Z+)*. 
Prooj Let 0”’ denote the positive square root of D in ,&(H,). Then 
P’D”‘TD”‘P’>O for each tE [0, l] and (I+ D’,‘TD”*) has the special 
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factorization by Theorem 2.3. Thus Theorem 2.5 implies that T has the 
generalized factorization 
T=Z++Z +Z+DZ 
Taking adjoints above we obtain 
T*=Z*, +Z* +Z* DZ*, 
But since T* = T, uniqueness of the factorization gives Z~- = (Z, )*. 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose T is HilhertMchmidt and admits the 
generalized,factorization (2.1). Then Z + and Z- are also Hilhert-Schmidt. 
Proof. The factorization implies Z = {(I+ Z, D) ’ T} . From the 
two-sided ideal property of the HilberttSchmidt maps it follows that 
(I+ Z, D) ~~ ’ T is HilberttSchmidt. Since the transformator p is bounded 
on the space of HilberttSchmidt maps (cf. [7]), Z is also 
Hilbert-Schmidt. The fact that Z, is HilberttSchmidt follows from the 
observation 
Z,=T-Z -Z,DZ , 
and noting that the right side above is Hilbert Schmidt. 1 
The result above holds verbatim for HilberttSchmidt (CJ replaced by 
any Schatten p-class (C,), 1 < p < xl. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let n be an integer, 1 <n 6 X, and let H denote the 
(complex) Hilbert space L;(O, 1) with inner product 
C-u, J*> = 1: ,%, xi(t) p,(t) dt. 
Let x denote the class of Bore1 subsets of [0, l] and define the resolution 
of the identity E: C --+ B(H) by 
Let T be a HilberttSchmidt operator on H. Then T has a matrix valued 
kernel T(t, s) = T,,(t, s) that satisfies 
jT;,(t, s)l* ds dt < ~0. 
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Let D(.) denote a matrix valued function D: [0, l] + M,,,,, with 
measurable entries such that 
ess sup ID(t)1 < co, 
IE [O.ll 
where 1.1 denotes the operator norm on B(C”). (If n = co, replace C” with 
1?.) It is easily verified that the operator D E B(H) defined by 
(Dx)(t) = D(f) x(f) 
is memoryless. Now assume (I+ P’DTP’)-’ exists for all t E [0, 11. From 
Corollary 2.7 we obtain the existence of unique HilberttSchmidt maps 2, 
and.Z withrespectivekernelsZ+(t,s)andZ~~(t,s)(Z+(t,s)=Ofors>t, 
ZP (t, s) = 0 for s < t) such that 
T(t,s)=Z+(r,s)+Z~(t,~)+~~~‘“~‘~~~Z+(r,o) D(o) Zm(a,s) do (2.8) 
a.e. on [IO, l] x [0, 11. 
If the invertibility condition on (I+ P’DTP’) is not satisfied, we can still 
assert that (2.8) has a unique solution on [0, h] x [0, h] for some b E (0, 1). 
To see this consider the function g(t) = IP’DTP’I. Note that g(0) = 0 and g 
is nondecreasing. Since TE L” n L *A’ for some p < A, it follows that g is con- 
tinuous. Hence if g(h) < 1, then (I+ P’DPhTPhP’) is invertible for all 
t E [0, 11, and (2.8) has a solution on [0, b] x [0, b]. Using the same 
reasoning we can also assure solutions of 
on [0, l] x [0, l] for E< l/lDTl. 
The foregoing results also apply in L, spaces of functions of several 
variables. For example, in L’; ([0, 1 ] x ... x [0, l]), to accomodate the 
case where a Volterra integral operator V has kernel V( t, ,..., t,,; s, ,..., s,,) 
vanishing for sj< fi for each i, we define the resolution of the identity E by 
E(w) x: (t I,...) t,,) --+ 
4t, )...) t,,) (t, )...) t,,) E w x w x . . x w, 
o 
otherwise. 
Next we shall establish a continuous dependence result for the 
generalized factorization (2.1). This result will then be used to elucidate the 
connection between the special and generalized factorizations. The follow- 
ing two results from [ 131 will be needed. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose {T,,} is a bounded subset of L”n L*+ and assume 
T,, + T strongly with TE L”. Then p * (T,,) -+ p *: (T) strongly. 
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THEOREM 2.9. Let T, T,, sutisfj the h>,potheses of’ Lemma 2.8. Assume 
thut sup,, supr I(Z+ P’T,,P’) ‘1 < nc: (so that (I+ T,,) bus the special fuc- 
torization) and (I+ T) has the speciul jktorization. Let X+(n) and Xi 
denote the special,fuctors qf T,, und T respectively. Then, 
(1) X,(n) + X, strongly, 
(2) supl(l+.l(+(n))~l-II,,<~, 
(3) supI(z+X~(n))~‘-zI,,*< co 
THEOREM 2.10. Let T, T,, satkfi the hypotheses of Lemma 2.8. Let D, 
D,, E &Y(H) with D,, + D strongly. If (I+ DT) has the special factorization 
and SUP, supI I(Z+P'D,TP')p'I<co, then Z,(n)+Z, strongly where 
Z,(n) and Z+ are the D, and D generalized factors of T, respectively. 
Proqf: Let X,(n) denote the special factors of D,, T,, and define 
W,(n) = (I+ X*(n)) ’ - 1. Recalling (2.3) and (2.4) we have upon writing 
CT,,), = T+(n), 
and 
Z+(n)= T+(n)- [T,,D,,z-(n)(Z+ D,,z ..(n))-‘I+ (2.9) 
where 
Z-(n)= T-(n)- [(1+2+(n))-’ p+(n) T,,]-, (2.10) 
.%(n)=T-(n)+(W+(n) T,,)- and .??+(n)=T+(n)+(T,,D,,W-(n)),. 
By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, suplD,,l = M < co. Also since 
D,E&(H) and {T,} is bounded in L”n L*p, it follows that 
sup1 D, T, I P,P* < co. Thus from Theorems 2.4 and 2.10, 
sup l~+(n)l ll.Lls G sup I T + @)I L,.Ii* +sup lT,,D,,l,;su~ lw-(n)l,,*. II ,I ,I II 
We can similarly show that sup,, 1% (n)l,,,I,* < x. Lemma 2.8 then implies 
that Z,(n) + 2, strongly. Now, 
sup lD,,Z~(n)(l+d,,Z~(n))~‘I,,.,,* ‘I 
=sup i (-l)“D,,~~(n)(D,,~~(n))” 
,1 k=O LLlI* 
Ocj sup, IDH2-(n)l~ 
<sup ID,,z- @)I,,.,,* +sup lD,,2-(n)lt,,,. c II II k=O Jz 
QMsup 12 .(n)l p,,L41 +Msup l~-(n)lt.Lis II II 
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which is finite since sup, [.%(n)l,,. < co. The estimate above also shows 
that sup,, I(I+D,,2_(n)-‘l < co. Then using the identity 
(z+D.2M)-‘-(z+D.zyn))-’ 
=(z+D,,~‘_(n))~‘(D,,~‘(n)-D~‘)(z+D~-)-’, 
it follows that 
T,,D,,~~(n)(l+D,,2_(n))-‘--+ E)Z-(I+D2-))’ strongly. 
From the bound (2.1 l), (2.9) and Lemma 2.8 then imply 
Z+(n) + z, strongly. 
A similar argument estaglishes tha Z_(n) + Z- strongly. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Then the group 
of invertible elements in A(H) is strongly dense. 
Proof: From a theorem of Plesner (see [7]) there exists a unitary map- 
ping U from H onto a subspace of L,([O, 1],1,) = %‘, such that 
UE(o) = E’(o) U, where E’ is the truncation resolution on &‘, 
E’(o) x:t + 
i 
x(t)3 teco, 
0, t$w. 
Without loss of generality we may take this subspace to be the entire space 
2. Then to each D’ E M(H) we can associate a D E AC(S) via D = UD’V. 
Thus it suffices to prove the result for A(X). Now A(,#) can be charac- 
terized (see [ 131) as 
{D: [0, l] + B(12): D(.)x is measurable for each XE I, 
and ess sup ID(t)1 < a}. 
IEiI0.11 
For each n define the projection Q,, E B(z) by 
(Q,,x)(t) = (x,(t)>..., x,,(t), O,...), 
where 
x(t) = (x,(t)>...> x,,(t), x, + 1(t),...). 
Clearly Q,EA(~) and Q, + I strongly as n -+ co. It follows then that 
Q, DQ, + D strongly and { Qn DQn} c A(X)). From the characterization 
of J!(p) we see that Q,,DQ,, can be represented as an n x n matrix valued 
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function D,(t) with measurable components. We claim that for any E > 0 
there exists a measurable n x n matrix valued function s(t) such that for 
each t D,,(t) + s(t) is invertible and Is(r)1 d E. This will be shown by induc- 
tion. 
(n- 1 
‘he scalar case is trivial. Assume then that the result holds for 
x (n - 1) matrix valued functions. Writing D,,(t) = (d,,(t)), we have 
det D,,(t) = c (- 1)’ +’ 4,(t) det(4,W), 
where Dli(t) is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix obtained by deleting the first 
row and jth column of D,(t). By the induction hypothesis there exists an 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix-valued function E,(t) with IE,(t)l <E such that 
P,(t) + D,,(t) is invertible. Now let s,(t) denote the n x n matrix 
0 . 0 El(t) = i 1 ;E,(f) 0 
Writing 6,,(t) = D,,(t) + cl(t), we have 
det(B,,(t))=d,,(t) det(D,,(t)+e,(t))+ f (-l)‘+’ d,,(t) det(&,W). 
j=2 
Let 
S= {t:det(b,,(t))=O] 
= t:d,,(t)= -[det(D,,(t)+I,(t))]-’ c (-l)‘+id,j(t)det(B,i(t)) 
i 
, 
,=2 
and define I* =&x(S)(t). s2 is measurable since S is. Now by defining 
&2(t) 0 0 
0 
E(t)= 
i: I Z,(t) ’ 0 
we see that /e(t)1 < E and D,,(t) + s(t) is invertible. And the claim is proved. 
Now let E,! + 0 as n + co and define a sequence of operators {D, > c A?(H) 
such that Q, D,, Q,, is invertible on Q,,2 and lQn D, Qn - QnDQni < E,,. 
Define for each n, M,, E AC(H) by 
M,, = Q,J,Q, + d- Q,). 
Then each M, is invertible and M,, --+ D strongly. i 
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Now let TE L" n L*" and define 9 c d(H) by 
9 = {DE A(H): (I+ DT) has the special factorization}. 
Let X,(D) denote the special factors of DT and let Z+(D) denote the D- 
generalized factors of T, 
T=Z+(D)+Z-(D)+Z+(D)DZ-(D). (2.12) 
Define Z+ (.): 9 -+ L” n L*” via the mappings induced by (2.12). 
THEOREM 2.12. With the same notations as above, assume there exist 
mappings C,(.): 9 + LA’ A L*” such that 
(1) ,fbu each D, C+(D) is causal and ,X (D) is anticausal, 
(2) DZ,(D)=X,(D),for DEB’, 
(3) D,, -+ D strongly implies z,(D,,)+z+(D) strong/>!. 
Then !f T is compact, ,E’+(.)= Z+(.). 
Proof: Fix DE P. From proposition there exist a sequence of invertible 
elements ID,, 1 c C X( H) with D,, + D strongly. We claim that for suf- 
ficiently large N, D,, E P for n > N. From the compactness of T and the 
strong convergence of {D ,,j it can be shown (cf. [14]) that D,,T+ DT 
uniformly. Define the real-valued function 2: [0, 11 -+ R by 
x(t)=supj~:(Z+K))‘~B(H)forallK~B(H)satisfying 
IK- P’DTP’I <xl; 
x(t) > 0 for each t since (Z+ P’DTP’)-’ exists for each t E [0, I]. 
Moreover, since t + P’DTP’ is continuous (this follows since TE L” n L*l’), 
a(t) is also continuous. Thus min u(t) = a0 > 0. Now choose N such that 
ID,, T- DTI < c(~ for n > N. Then IP’D,, TP’- P’DTP’I <r. for all t, and 
consequently (I+ P’D,, TP’) ‘exists for each t E [0, 11. Furthermore, since 
D TE L” n L*l’, I+ D,, T has the special factorization by Theorem 2.3 and 
thi claim is proved. Now from Theorem 2.5, D,,Z.(D,,) = X+(D,,), and by 
hypothesis, D,,z,(D,,) = X+(I),,). But since D,, is invertible, it follows that 
Z,(D,,)=C+(D,,). From Theorem2.10, Z,(D,,)+Z+(D) strongly. But 
Ci(D,,)+C+(D) strongly also. Hence, E+(D)=Z.(D). 1 
The compactness hypothesis was only needed to ensure that each DEB 
could be approximated in the topology of strong convergence by invertible 
elements. Thus deleting this assumption we still have the following result. 
409, IlO12.2 
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THEOREM 2.13. Suppose TE Ll’ n L *I’ Let 57 = ( DE 9: D is incertihlt~ 1. 
unti tkfi’ne 
I‘= (DE 9: D is a strong limit of elements from 9’1. 
Jfa pair of mappings C,(.): 9 + L” n L*” satkfj, ( I )-( 3) qf Theorem 2.12, 
then 
C,(.)l/ =Z*(~)I,.. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO WIENER-H• PF EQUATIONS 
Let (H, , E,) and (Hz, E2) be two separable Hilbert resolution spaces. 
Assume A E L& n L%” with A>O, FE.&z’(H,, H,), and ME.& with 
M > 0. In this section-we will apply some of the results of the preceding sec- 
tion to the (abstract) WienerHopf equation 
(WFAF*M)+ + W= (AF*M)+. (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let YE L+‘, n L;*,/’ and assume Y is anticausal. Dyfine the 
transformator x‘ E B( Ly, n L;“,i’) hi 
,x(V)=p+(VY). 
Then .X is quasinilpotent. 
Remark. That ~$7 E B( Li,‘? n L ?:I) follows from Theorem 2.4. 
Proqf: .n‘( V) = p + ( VY) implies 
x’(v)=P+(.iy’(v) Y)= ((VU), YJ,. 
Since Y is anticausal, I( VY), Y) + = (VY’), Hence 
X’( V) = (VY’) + 
From induction we easily find that 
.??“z(v)=(vy,l ‘Y),. 
And since Ip+I = 1, 
l(Vrli ‘Y)+I,,d IVY” ‘Yl,, d IVI,, IY ‘I IYI,,., 
I(VY ‘Y)+l,,*< IVY” ’ YI I’* < I VI I, I Y’ ’ I I YI I’*. 
Thus, 
lN”l < I Y’ ‘1 I YI,,.. 
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But from Theorem 2.2, 1 Y’l I,“’ + 0 as n + a. Hence, it follows that x is 
quasiniloptent. 
THEOREM 3.2. Equation (3.1) has the unique solution WE Ly2 n L;L21l, 
W= (I+Z+ F*MF)-’ Z, F*M, (3.2) 
tvhere Z + E Ly, n LT/’ satisfies 
A=Z++Z*,+Z+F*MFZ*,. 
Proqf: Let M”’ denote the positive square root of M in .&‘(H,). Then 
since M’ ‘F/IF*M”’ 3 0, I+ M”“F/If’*M”’ has the special factorization. 
From Corollary 2.6 there exists a unique causal Z, E Ly, n LT,” such that 
A=Z++Z*,+Z+F*MFZ*,. (3.3) 
Then Theorem 2.5 implies (I+ F/1F*M) also has the special factorization 
(Z+FAF*M)=(I+X+)(Z+Xm) (3.4) 
with X, E Ly, n LF,” , X, = FZ, F*M, X = FZ*, F*M. Define the trans- 
formator GY E B( Ly2 n L 7;) by 
.f(V)=(VXm)+. 
By Lemma 3.1, .Y is quasinilpotent. Thus, 
(1+.X’)(V)= (AF*M), 
has a unique solution VE LJ,‘? n L Ti’. Using the causality of V we find 
(/4F*M)+ =(V(I+X ))+ =(V(I+X+)(I+Xm ))+. 
And substituting (3.4) into the above. 
(AF*M)+= V(/+X+) ‘+(V(I+X+) ’ FAF*M)+ 
Thus, W= V(ISX+)~‘EL~,AL 7;’ is a solution of (3.1). Uniqueness 
follows from the invertibility of (I+ .S”) and the invertibility of (I+ X,). 
To obtain the form (3.2) note that since .Y is quasinilpotent, 
V= i] (-l)“.T((AF*M)+). (3.5) 
,I = 0 
Multiplying (3.3) on the right by F*M and applying the transformator P+ 
we obtain 
(/dF*M)+ =Z+F*M+(Z+DZ*,)+F*M, 
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where D = F*MF. Thus. 
X((AF*M)+)= [(Z, +Z+DZ*,)+ F*MFZ*,F*M]+ 
=(Z+DZ*,)+ F*M+(Z+(DZ;)?)+ F*M. 
By induction we find that 
X”((AF*M)+)= [Z+(DZ*,)“], F*M+ [Z+(DZ*,)“+‘]+ F*M. (3.6) 
From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that 
V=Z + F*M+ lim [Z (DZ*)“+’ t + ] + F*M. II - -, 
But (DZ*, ) is quasinilpotent. Hence V = Z, F*M, and 
W=Z+ F*M(I+X+) ’ 
= Z + F*M i (- I )‘(FZ+ F*M)“ 
i =o 
= (I+Z+ F*MF) ’ Z, F*M. 1 
Note that if G E Ly, n L T$:‘, K E Ly, n L T,@ and (I + K) has the special fac- 
torization, then the existence and uniqueness arguments of the proof are 
also valid for the general Wiener-Hopf equation 
(WK), + W=G,. (3.7) 
In fact, denoting the special factors of K by A’,, the argument implies that 
the solution W to (3.7) is given by 
f (-l)“P(G+) (I+JY’+)~‘, 
I=0 > 
where X( G + ) = (G + X ) + . Summing the series above we find that 
W= {G+(I+Xm’}+(Z+X+)- ‘. 
Continuous dependence results for (3.7) with respect to G and K are 
readily obtained from Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.9. 
For the case where K is nonnegative and generated by a continuous 
matrix kernel, this result was first obtained by Gelfand and Levitan [6]. 
Gohberg and Krein [7] also prove existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to (3.7) in the setting of normed rings when K has sufficiently small norm. 
WhenZ+K>Oand G=Kin (3.7), Wean be realizedasz-(Z+X+))‘. 
This solution was obtained by Kailath and Duttweiler [lo] in connection 
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with the problem of causal factorization of covariance operators. This fac- 
torization is intimately related to the innovations process of linear 
stochastic system, from which the Kalman-Bucy filter can be obtained in a 
relatively simple fashion [ 111. Although the infinite dimensional filtering 
problem presents many complicating features, Balakrishnan [ 1 ] has 
derived the infinite dimensional Kalman-Bucy filter via an innovations 
approach. An alternate approach to the problem which does not use fac- 
torization is to first derive the relevant Wiener-Hopf equation (with respect 
to the observation process) and then deduce the recursive form of the filter. 
This latter approach was taken by Bensoussan [3] and Curtain [4]. The 
derivation of the recursive infinite dimensional filter from this Wiener-Hopf 
equation is the subject of the following example. For details of the various 
definitions of the stochastic processes and integrals used below we refer the 
reader to [l, 3,4]. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let K,, K,, K, denote three separable Hilbert spaces. 
Define the resolution spaces (Ht, ‘,I by Hi=L,(CCO, TIT Ki), 
(E,(w)~)(t)=~(o,)(t)~(t). For tE [0, T] let B(t)~ll(K,, K,), C(~)E 
B(K,, K,) and assume B(.), C(.), F(.) are strongly measurable and essen- 
tially bounded on [0, T]. Let U(t, S) be a mild evolution operator on H, 
with SUP,,~~ U(t, s)l < cc (see [4] for definition). 
Now consider the filtering problem defined by the dynamics 
x( t, w) = U(t, 0) x, + J; U(t, s) B(s) du(s) 
and the observations 
y(t, 0) = 1; C(s) x(s, w) ds + !*’ F(s) dw(s). 
0 
All the random variables above are assumed to have zero mean; x, is K, 
valued with covariance operator P, 2 0, u(.) and w(.) are K, and K, valued 
Wiener processes with incremental covariance operators V>O and Z, 
respectively. In [3] and [4] it is shown that the unbiased minimum 
variance estimate of x(t) given the observations y(s), s d t is 
where for each t, K(t, S) satisfies the Wiener-Hopf equation 
s 
’ K(t, s) C(s) A(s, 0) C*(o) xds + K(t, c) F(a) F*(a) x = A(t, a) C*(a) x 
0 
(3.8) 
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for each x E K,. In the above, il(r, s) is the covariance of the x(t) process 
and is given by [3,4] 
/i(t, S) Z= U(t, 0) Pu*(S, 0) Z. j,“‘“““’ u(t, ?) B(T) VB*(T) c’*(S, T) ,- d? 
for each z E K,. Define the operator n E B(H,) by 
flz:r+ I I A(t, s) z(s) ds. 0 
It is readily verified that /i > 0. Also since supl/i(t, s)l < co, it follows that 
n EL&~ L2*;’ (2 denotes Lebesgue measure). Now define the operators 
CEA?(H~, H,), NEA’(H~) by (Cz)(t)=C(t)z(t) and (Nz)(t)= 
F(t) F*(t) z(t). Assuming M = NP ’ exists, Theorem 3.2 implies the 
Wiener-Hopf equation 
(WCAC*M)+ + w= (AC*M)+ (3.9) 
has a unique solution WE L$ n L$, 
W= (I+ Z, C*MC)-’ Z, PM. 
Now let D = C*MC, X, = DZ,, XP = DZ*, , so that 
(Z+DA)=(Z+X+)(Z+X~). 
In [ 131 it is shown that for each z E H,, 
(3.10) 
X+z:t-+ ’ s D(t) U( t, s) P(s) z(s) ds 0 
and 
s 
7 
x-z: t-+ D(t) P(t) U*(t, s) z(s) ds, . 
I 
where P(.) is the unique solution in A(HZ) to the Riccati equation 
P(t)=U(t,O)P,U*(t,O) 
+ 1; U(t,s){B(s)B*(s)-P(s) D(s)P(s)} U*(t,.s)ds. (3.11) 
It is further shown in [13] that if D, -+ D strongly, then the corresponding 
solutions P,(.) to (3.11) also converge strongly. Thus since the D, can be 
chosen so that D, > O(D, = l/n I+ D), Theorem 2.13 implies 
z,z: t+ s ’ U(t, s) P(s) z(s) ds 0 (3.12) 
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for each z E H,. From the representations (3.10) and (3.12) it follows that 
W can be realized as 
wz: t--t 
s 
t W(t, s) z(s) ds, 
0 
where W(t, s)EB(K,, K2) and sup1 W(t, s)[ <cc (see [l]). Then (3.9) is 
equivalent to 
j; WCC s)C(s) { joT 4 s, (T) C*(a) xda + j’ W(t, s) M-‘(s) x ds 
0 
= ‘A(t,s)C*(s)xds 
s 0 
for all x E K, . Consequently W( t, .) satisfies (3.8) for a.e. t and 
ET’ 
j lj 
(W(t, s)-K(t, s)) dy(s) 2 dt=O. 
0 0 
Hence the sample functions a(., o) of the optimal estimate satisfy 
i(t, o) = j’ W(t, s) dy(s) a.e. t. 
0 
Using the representation (3.10) it is easy to derive the recursive filter for- 
mulation. For a.e. o define the sample function z(., o) by 
z(t, co)= j; U(t, CT) P(a) C*(a) M(o) dy(o). 
Then from (3.10) for a.e. o 
a(., 0) = (I+ 2, C*MC)-’ z(., co). 
Hence, 
and 
a(., 0) + z, c*A4cLq., co) = z(., co); 
qt, co)= j’U(t, c.) P(a) C*(a) WC) 4(a), 
0 
where y(a) is the innovations 
y(o, co) = y(o, co) - j; C(r) i(z, co) dz. 
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